
Department of Energy 
Washington, DC 20585 

MAR 0 1 2006 

The Honorable A.J. Eggenberger 
Chairman 
Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board 
625 Indiana Avenue, NW, Suite 700 
Washington, DC‘ 20004-2901 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

I am forwarding you the enclosed Office of Environmental Management (EM) 
Standing Operating Policy and Procedure (SOPP) for delegation of safety 
authorities (SOPP PS-5.15). This SOPP and the enclosed recent evaluation of 
delegated safety authorities at EM sites demonstrates satisfactory conipletion of 
Commitment 9, Deliverable B, in the Department’s 2004- 1 Implementation Plan 
Sor Oversight of ‘omplex, High-Nusurd Nucleur Operutions. 

Deliverable B for this commitment calls for the following: “Report to the 
Secretary on review activities to evaluate implementation of the processes and 
criteria for delegating authorities to field personnel for fulfilling safety 
responsibilities, and to determine whether all existing delegations of authority to 
the DOE Field Offices have been and are being made using these new processes 
and criteria.’’ EM recently performed this review per the criteria and attributes 
delineated in the Dcpartnient’s Deputy Secretary memorandum, sub-ject: 
Delegations of Safety Authorities. dated December 27, 2005. ’The review 
included all sites under EM’S cognizance and the EM program at the Idaho 
Operations Office (ID). The results of this review indicated that Field Managers 
at these sites have staff and resources with the necessary qualifications, 
experience, and education to support implementation of the safety authority 
delegations received at that site. However, we found that three sites were i n  need 
of compensatory measures. Specifically, the Field Managers at the Carlsbad Field 
Office, Ohio Field Office, and Idaho Operations Office are not fully Senior 
Technical Safety Manager (STSM) qualified. As a compensatory measure, a 
senior S’I’SM qualified person at each site was identified, by name. and this 
person is required to concur on any safety decision or approval to be made by 
their respective Field Manager. In addition, each of these Field Managers is 
required to complete the STSM training qualification by January 2007 to be able 
to receive full authority for safety delegations in the future. 

The EM SOPP (SOPP PS-5.15) formally captures the required criteria and 
attributes delineated in the Deputy Secretary’s letter and institutionalizes the 
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process EM will use for future safety authority delegations and evaluations. EM 
SOPP PS-5.15 was approved by EM and concurred on by the Energy, Science and 
Eiivironmeiit Central Technical Authority. 

If you have any comments or feedback, please call me at (202) 586-0738 o r  Mr. 
Ilae Y. Chung, Acting Deputy Assistant Secretary for Integrated Safety 
Management and Operations Oversight, at (202) 586-5 15 1 .  

Sincerely, 
i * ” /  

/ 

Chief Operating Officer for 
Environmental Management 

En c 1 o sures 

cc: Mark B. Wliitaker, Jr.,  DR-1 



Department of Energy 
Washington, DC 20585 
February 2 7 ,  2006 

ES2006-002058 

MEMORANDUM FOR CLAY SELL 
DEPUTY SECRETARY 

T’HROUGH: DAVID K. GARM -I 

UNDER SECRETARY FOR ENERGY, 
SCIENCE A N D  ENVIRONMENT 

FROM: JAMES A. RISPOLI 
ASSISTANT 

ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT 

SUBJECT: Evaluation of Delegations of Safety Authorities 

The Office of Environmental Management (EM) has performed an evaluation of 
all existing safety authority delegations per the criteria and attributes delineated in 
your memorandum dated December 27,2005, subject “Delegations of Safety 
Authorities.” The evaluation included all sites under EM’S cognizance and the 
EM program at the Idaho Operations Office (ID) to ensure that both the criteria 
and attributes were met, or appropriate compensatory measures with stipulated 
deadlines are in place. The results of this review indicate that Field Managers, at 
these sites, have staff and resources with the necessary qualifications, experience, 
and education to support implementation of the safety authority delegations 
received at that site. However, we found that three sites were in need of 
compensatory measures. Specifically, the Field Managers at the Carlsbad Field 
Office, Ohio Field Office, and Idaho Operations Of i ce  (ID) are not h l ly  Senior 
Technical Safety Manager (STSM) qualified. As a compensatory measure, a 
senior STSM qualified person at each site was identified, by name, and this 
person is required to concur on any safety decision or approval to be made by 
their respective Field Manager. In addition, each Field Manager is required to 
complete the STSM training qualification by January 2007 to enable h i d h e r  to 
receive full authority for safety delegations in the future. Based on this 
evaluation, delegation memoranda, including the compensatory measures, were 
issued to the EM Field Managers giving them the “updated” delegations of 
authority until December 2006, with the exception of ID whose delegation is 
limited to 6 months due to safety performance issues. The Chief of Nuclear 
Safety, Office of Energy, Science and Environment (ESE), has concurred on the 
updated EM delegation memoranda and compensatory measures. 

Finally, EM has developed a draft Standing Operating Policy and Procedure 
(SOI’P) for the safety delegation process, which incorjmrates the expected criteria 



and attributes fiom the December 27, 2005, memorandum. This draft procedure 
i t 3  expccted to be issued by the end of February 2006, with Central Technical 
Aulhoi ity-ESE concurrence. EM plans to include evaluation of delegations in its 
uvcrsight assessment process, as well as through its delegation SOPP. 

,2iiached is the general set of safety delegations given to the EM Field Managers, 
ab well as the compensatory measures that are in place. Please note that not every 
afdy authority is granted for every EM Field Manager. 

If you have any W h e r  questions, please call me at (202) 586-7709 or Dr. Inks R. 
.!',MY, Chief Operating Officer, at (202) 586-0738. 

Ait achment 

CC: 

C. Lagdon, CNS-ESE 
C. Anderson, EM-2 
1. 'Triay,EM-3 
D. C h n g ,  EM-3.2 

S. Johnson, NE-1 
e. Bnoussard, EM-3.2 



Attachment 

Safety Authorities reviewed for delegation to EM Field Managers against criteria 
and attributes in the Deputy Secretary memorandum dated December 27,2005: 

1 .  DOE 0 425.1C: 

4.a.(3).(a).: Startup authority for a new hazard category 3 nuclear facility. 

4.a.(3).(c). and (d).: Startup authority for the restart of a hazard category 2 
nuclear facility following extended shutdown or extensive modification. 

4.a.(4).(b).: Approve Startup Notification Reports if you are the startup 
authority; otherwise make recommendation regarding approval. 

2. DOE 0 420.1B7 5.b.: Authority to review and approve contractor 
implementation of DOE 0 420.1 , Facility Safety (this does not include the 
authority to approve exemptions to this Order that is included in the 
referenced paragraph), and ensure all programs comply with this Order. 

3. Title 10 CFR 830: 

Subpart B 830.204 (a). For hazard category 2 and 3 nuclear facilities: 
Approve the methodology, with Office of Environment, Safety and Health 
(EH) concurrence, used to prepare the Documented Safety Analysis (DSA), 
including the criteria for classifying nuclear safety structures, systems, and 
components, and document the basis for approval whenever the contractor 
does not use a methodology from Table 2 of Appendix A to Subpart B of 
10 CFR 830. 

Subpart B 830.202 (b) (3) and Appendix A F.3. Approve final hazard 
categorization for category 2 and 3 nuclear facilities. 

Subpart B 830.203 (b) and (c). For hazard category 2 and 3 nuclear facilities 
approve Unreviewed Safety Question (USQ) procedures and processes of the 
contractor. 

Subpart B 830.203 (e). Approve changes determined to involve a USQ prior 
to implementation, and approve continued operations when a USQ is 
determined to exist. 

Subpart B 810.206 (b) ( 1 )  and (2). For hazard category 2 and 3 nuclear 
fric i 1 i ties approve t 11 e p re1 i m i nary D S As, i nc I i i  d in g nuclear safety c r i t e r i 21 

wherc rcquired. 

Subpart B 830.207 (b) and (d). For hazard category 2 and 3 nuclear facilities 
approve the DSA reports and revisions thereto. 



Subpart B 830.205(a) (2). Approve Technical Safety Requirements (TSRs), 
and revisions thereto, and other hazards controls for hazard category 2 and 3 
(and below) nuclear facilities. 

Subpart B 830.202 (a) and (b) and Subpart B Appendix A E. 2. For hazard 
category 2 and 3 (and below) nuclear facilities establish and approve the 
safety and authorization basis in accordance with 10 CFR Part 830. 

Subpart A 830.121 (b) (l), (2) and (3). Review and approve contractor 
Quality Assurance Programs (QAPs) for all EM programs and projects. This 
includes requirements under DOE 0 414.1C, S.b.(5) and (6). Review and 
approve annual updates. 

4. DOE M 41 1.1-lC, Table 6.: Review and approve the authorization 
agreements for hazard category 2 (and below) facilities. 

5. DEAR Clause 970.5204-2.: Approve the contract Environment, Safety and 
Health requirements. 

6. Title 10 CFR 835 Subpart B 835.101 (a) and (b).: Review and either direct 
changes to or approve contractor Radiation Protection Programs and 
Implementation Plans for 10 CFR 835 within 180 days after submittal to 
DOE. 

7, DOE 0 23 1.1 A, S.c.(3).(a)., and DOE M 23 1.1-2, 4.2.a.: Designation as 
Program Manager which includes approval authority for Operational 
Emergency and Significance Category 1 Final Occurrence Reports. Authority 
for approval of Significance Category R and 2 Final Occurrence Reports may 
be assigned to a qualified Facility Representative consistent with requirements 
under DOE M 23 1.1-2, 5.6.c. 

8 .  DOE 0 226.1 : 
5.b.(8) - Authority to initially approve and, thereafter, annually review and 
approve contractor integrated safety management system description updates. 
S.b.( 10) - Authority to initially approve and, thereafter, annually review and 
approve contractor assurance system program description updates. 

9. DOE 0 414.1C, 5.b.(8) - Authority to determine which procurements the 
Contractor Requirement Document (CRD) to the Order should go into, the 
requirements for flow-down of provisions of the CRD to subcontractors or 
sub-awards, and provisions of the CRD with which contractors or 
subcontractors are to comply. 



IUiSUETS OF EVALUATION: 

,111 Fit id Managers have staff and resources with the necessary qualifications, 
ex peramcz, and education to support implementation of the safety authority 
delcgatiors received at that site. With the exception of the Carlsbad Field Office 
(CBH j), Ohio Field Office (OH), and Idaho Operations Office (ID), all Field 
Mxnapx  i receiving safety authority delegations from EM are Senior Technical 
Safety Manager (STSM) qualified. The compensatory measure for the three 
managers not STSM qualified is to have a senior named STSM qualified 
kli~srFcluaB at the respective site be required to evaluate and concur on any 
cl-lcp:rtet'' safety authority decisions or approvals prior to the manager approval. 
['he radmzd STSM qualified individuals are as follows: 

CBFO Lloyd L. Piper, Deputy Manager 

OH William J. Taylor, Deputy Manager 

ID Robert M. Stallman, Senior Operations and Safety Officer 

Ths: CBFO, OH, and ID Field Managers are required to become fully compliant 
with the STSM qualification by January 2007, such that full authority for safety 
delegations can be obtained. 



U. S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY (DOE) 
OFFICE OF ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT (EM) 

Standing Operating Policies and Procedures (SOPP) 
Title: Personnel Services: Environmental Management Process for Delegation of Safety 

Authorities 

SOPP: PS-5.15 Revision Number: 0 Effective Date: February 2006 

1. POLICY: 

Author: Colette Broussard 

a. Authority for safety impacting nuclear facilities in the Environmental 
Management (EM) Program may only be delegated to a named, qualified person 
in a particular position through the EM process for delegation of authorities. 

Page: 1 of 1 1  

2. OBJECTIVES: 

a. To develop and institutionalize a process that assures the proper delegation of 
safety authority for nuclear facilities from the Assistant Secretary for 
Environmental Management (EM- 1) to qualified, responsible EM managers in the 
Field and Headquarters (HQ). 
To assure that organizational lines of reporting and communication for safety are 
clear among Facility Representatives, other safety oversight personnel, subject 
matter experts (SMEs), and Field and HQ Managers. 
To delineate the steps and processes used to delegate authorities for safety 
responsibilities stated in DOE M 41 1.1 C (DOE Safety Management Functions, 
Responsibilities and Authorities Manual, dated December 3 1, 2003: DOE 
FRAM). 
The following Delegate capabilities are verified prior to delegation of authority: 
1 .  Adequate Delegate or key staff qualifications, experience, and expertise 

associated with safety; 
11. Availability of adequate resources, including sufficient and technically 

qualified staff and funding; 
1 1 1 .  Existence of adequate Delegate framework of processes and procedures to 

implement the authorities delegated; and 
iv. Implementation of needed Delegate compensatory measures, as 

appropriate. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

.. 

... 

3. APPLICABILITY: 

a. ‘This SOPP applies to all delegation of’safety authority impacting nuclear facilities 
under the purview of EM. 

022406 



U. S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY (DOE) 
OFFICE OF ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT (EM) 

Standing Operating Policies and Procedures (SOPP) 
Title: Personnel Services: Environmental Management Process for Delegation of Safety 

Authorities 

SOPP: PS-5.15 Revision Number: 0 Effective Date: February 2006 

4. REFERENCES: 

Author: Colette Broussard 

a. 

b. 

Page: 2 of 11 

C. 

d. 

e. 

f. 
g. 
h. 

DOE M 41 1.1C (DOE Safety Management Functions, Responsibilities and 
Authorities Manual, dated December 3 1 , 2003: DOE FRAM 
Environmental Management Functions, Responsibilities and Authorities Manual, 
Revision 3, dated March 3 1 , 2004 
May 28,2002, memorandum to Distribution from Jessie Hill Roberson, EM-1 , 
regarding Supplemental EM Guidance for Implementing 10 CFR 830, Subpart B, 
Safety Requirements 
May 20,2003, memorandum to Distribution from Jessie Hill Roberson, EM-I, 
regarding EM Guidelines and Lessons Learned for Nuclear Facility Safety 
Control, Selection and Implementation 
Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board (DNFSB) Recommendation 2004- 1 
Implementation Plan 
Federal Technical Capabilities Manual (DOE M 426.1 - 1 A) 
Nuclear Executive Leadership Training (NELT) dated March 9, 2005 
December 27, 2005, memorandum from Clay Sell, subject: Delegations of Safety 
Authorities 

5. CONTACT: 

a. Colette Broussard, Office of Integrated Safety Management and Operations 
Oversight (EM-3.2), (301) 903-5452, Colette.Broussard@em.doe.gov 

6. DE FINITION S : 

a. 
b. 

Delegate: The HQ or Field person receiving safety delegation(s). 
Delegation: The action taken to assign decision authority for nuclear facility 
safety responsibilities from the Assistant Secretary for EM (EM-1) to HQ and 
Field personnel, while retaining the responsibility for the outcome. Delegation 
means that the HQ and Field managers are givcn the authority to do the job, make 

022406 



U. S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY (DOE) 
OFFICE OF ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT (EM) 

Standing Operating Policies and Procedures (SOPP) 
Title: Personnel Services: Environmental Management Process for Delegation of Safety 

Authorities 

SOPP: PS-5.15 I Revision Number: 0 I Effective Date: February 2006 

Author: Colette Broussard I Page: 3 of 11 
~ 

independent decisions, and have the accountability for seeing that the job is done 
in a timely, quality, and cost-effective manner, while responsibility remains with 

Delegation Agent: EM-1 may choose to delegate authority for certain 
requirements to a senior EM manager. This senior EM manager would then 
become the Delegation Agent, and could, in turn, delegate authorities, which were 
not restricted, to the Field Managers or others as appropriate. 
EM Delegation of Authority Review Panel: This Panel consists of the EM 
Principal Deputy Assistant Secretary (EM-2), the Chief Operating Officer (EM-3) 
and the Deputy Assistant Secretary (DAS) for Integrated Safety Management and 
Operations Oversight (EM-3.2). They provide the evaluation of the Delegate 
candidates and their respective organizations and make recommendations for 
Delegates’ receipt of safety delegations. 

EM- 1. 
C. 

d. 

7. REQUIREMENTS: 

a. Monitoring 

1. The DAS for Integrated Safety Management and Operations Oversight 
(EM-3.2) will ensure periodic reviews (at least once every 2 years) are 
conducted to evaluate the delegations made to ensure compliance with 
established/approved policy (Deputy Secretary memorandum dated 
December 27, 2005). The results of these reviews will be captured in a 
report, which will be maintained by the EM-3.2 DAS. Compensatory 
measures that are invoked must be approved by EM-1 with concurrence 
from the Central Technical Authority (CTA) for Energy, Science and 
Environment (ESE). Compensatory measures will have a succinct time 
limit for their use, and ultimately should result in fulfillment of the 
procedure described herein. When necessary, a Corrective Action Plan 
(CAP), to be approved by EM-1, may be formulated to address 
deficiencies. CTA ESE concurrence is also required for any CAP. 
A copy of the findings from the reviews will be submitted to EM-1 and the 

.. 
1 1 .  



U. S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY (DOE) 
OFFICE OF ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT (EM) 

Standing Operating Policies and Procedures (SOPP) 
Title: Personnel Services: Environmental Management Process for Delegation of Safety 

Authorities 

I Effective Date: February 2006 I I SOPP: PS-5.15 I Revision Number: 0 

I Author: Colette Broussard I Page:4of  1 1  I 

CTA ESE. The findings will be tracked by EM-3.2 to ensure 
compensatory measures or corrective actions are implemented and 
resolution is achieved. 
EM-3 will ensure safety delegations are monitored, such as 10 CFR 830 
Nuclear Safety Requirements, to provide consistency and to allow for 
sharing of lessons learned, strengths, weaknesses, and risks. 

... 
111.  

b. Records 

1. The EM-3.2 DAS will maintain a copy of the following files generated by 
this procedure for a period of three (3) years and provide a copy to the 
CTA ESE: 
(1) Delegation of Authority Memoranda; 
(2) 

(3) 
The EM-3.2 DAS will also provide an up-to-date matrix of delegations 
report for the EM Portal. 

Reports resulting from evaluations/reviews performed of 
delegations; and 
Other associated delegation records as appropriate. 

.. 
1 1 .  

C. Training 

1. The Field or HQ Managers must be certified as a Senior Technical Safety 
Manager (STSM) in order to be considered to receive a safety delegation 
of authority. 
All EM Field Managers, EM Field Deputy Managers, Assistant Managers 
for Environmental Management (AMEMs), and EM HQ Managers (e.g., 
COO, DASs and ODs) must attend and complete the NELT in order to be 
eligible to receive a safety delegation. 

.. 
11. 

d. Cri tcri a 

1. Safety delegations shall not be made where prohibited by statute, DOE 



U. S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY (DOE) 
OFFICE OF ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT (EM) 

Standing Operating Policies and Procedures (SOPP) 

SOPP: PS-5.1s 

Title: Personnel Services: Environmental Management Process for Delegation of Safety 
Authorities 

Revision Number: 0 Effective Date: February 2006 

Author: Colette Broussard 

Safety Directives, or DOE Safety Rules. 

Page: 5 of 11 

.. 
11. 

111. 

Delegations shall be made to a person, not a position. 
Delegations of safety basis requirements (pursuant to 10 CFR 830, Subpart 
B) shall not be further delegated below the most senior level manager or 
deputy manager at a field element office unless concurrence is obtained 
from the CTA ESE. 
The delegations shall be reviewed periodically (at least every 2 years) to 
ensure the criteria and attributes required per the Deputy Secretary 
memorandum dated December 27, 2005, which are captured in this 
procedure, are continuously met, or that compensatory measures, as 
appropriate, are in place. 
When personnel who have received delegation of safety authorities no 
longer hold the position they were in when receiving the delegation, 
several options can be exercised to maintain the integrity and validity of 
the delegation: 
(1) The original Delegate (prior to leaving the position) can delegate 

safety authorities to the next lower level manager in the reporting 
chain as long as the expectations and requirements of this 
procedure are met and the authority is allowed to be further 
delegated; or 
The EM Delegation of Authority Review Panel can evaluate the 
situation, recommend a compensatory measure, and ensure the 
compensatory measure is approved and implemented; or 
EM-1 or his Delegation Agent can rescind authorities back to the 
next highest level (e.g., back to EM HQ). 

... 

iv. 

v. 

(2) 

(3) 

8. RO L E S & RES PONS IB IL ITIE S : 

a. EM- 1 is the delegation administrator on nuclear safety matters (e.g., I O  CFR 830, 
etc.). EM-1 has the responsibility to review delegation authority 
recommendations; coordinate the formal review activity; document the results; 



U. S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY (DOE) 
OFFICE OF ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT (EM) 

Standing Operating Policies and Procedures (SOPP) 
Title: Personnel Services: Environmental Management Process for Delegation of Safety 

Authorities 

SOPP: PS-5.15 Revision Number: 0 Effective Date: February 2006 

and notify senior EM line management, including the CTA ESE, of a 
recommended delegation. EM- 1 shall ensure that applicable legacy safety 
delegations, as well as new safety delegations, are reviewed by the EM Delegation 
of Authority Review Panel for compliance with the contents of this procedure. 
The EM-3.2 DAS ensures that the process and responsibilities of this procedure 
are implemented, including assurance that legacy safety delegations, as well as 
new safety delegations, are reviewed for compliance with this procedure. 
The EM-3.2 DAS is responsible for interacting with the Chief of Nuclear Safety 
(CNS) for ESE and to keep him abreast of any EM delegations under 
consideration, and compensatory measures necessary such that CTA ESE 
concurrence can be obtained. 
The EM Delegation of Authority Review Panel is responsible for coordinating 
with the EM-3.2 DAS and the CNS ESE to obtain concurrence from the CTA 
ESE on the delegation recommendation once the evaluation by the Panel has been 
completed. 
The Delegate will report regularly to EM-I, on at least a quarterly basis, 
concerning the authority exercised, all matters which came within the scope of 
authority, and matters which were referred to higher authority if out of scope. The 
Report should include any sub-delegation and a listing of activities, and address 
any issues encountered when exercising the delegated authorities, including their 
resolution. 
EM-1 will report to the CTA ESE on an annual basis concerning the authorities 
exercised by Delegates, including all matters which came within the scope of 
authority, and matters which were referred to higher authority if out of scope. The 
Report should include any sub-delegation and a listing of activities, as well as 
addressing any issues encountered when exercising the delegated authorities, 
including their resolution. 
The EM-3.2 DAS will obtain concurrence on the contents of this procedure via 
the CNS ESE. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

e. 

f. 

g. 

Author: Colette Broussard Page: 6 of 1 1  



U. S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY (DOE) 
OFFICE OF ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT (EM) 

Standing Operating Policies and Procedures (SOPP) 
Title: Personnel Services: Environmental Management Process for Delegation of Safety 

Authorities 

SOPP: PS-5.1s I Revision Number: 0 I Effective Date: February 2006 

Author: Colette Broussard 1 Page: 7 of 11 

9. PROCEDURES: 

a. Each recommendation for the delegation of safety authority will be reviewed by 
an EM Delegation of Authority Review Panel, consisting of the EM Principal 
Deputy Assistant Secretary (EM-2), the Chief Operating Officer (EM-3) and the 
EM-3.2 DAS, according to the responsibilities stated above. They will ensure that 
each recommendation is in compliance with the objectives stated above. The EM 
Delegation of Authority Review Panel will consider the following in their 
review/recommendation on the delegation approval: 
1. 

.. 
11. 

111. 
... 

iv. 
V. 

Vi. 

vii. 

... v111. 

Identify the specific authorities that may be delegated and those that are 
reserved. 
Identify which authorities may be sub-delegated, and to what level. 
Identify the source of the requirement (rule, order, or regulation) for each 
authority being delegated. 
Confirm the resource capabilities are available to the Delegate. 
Confirm availability of required subject matter expertise and other 
qualified individuals. 
Confirm adequacy of budget/funding authority to retain appropriate 
support staff. 
Confirm the existence of adequate processes and procedures to implement 
the safety authorities delegated. 
For safety delegations related to approval of Documented Safety Analyses, 
Technical Safety Requirements, and Unreviewed Safety Question 
Procedures required pursuant to 10 CFR 830, Subpart B, Safety Busis 
Requirements, the following additional areas will be evaluated (note that 
the safety basis authorities cannot be delegated below the most senior level 
manager or deputy manager at a field element office without concurrence 
from the CTA ESE): 
( 1  ) Appropriate Safety Evaluation Reports (SERs) that document 

DOE’S approval bases in accordance with DOE-STD- 1 104 are 
produced in a technically defensible and timely manner by 
competent staff. A written dispute management process should be 



U. S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY (DOE) 
OFFICE OF ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT (EM) 

Standing Operating Policies and Procedures (SOPP) 
Title: Personnel Services: Environmental Management Process for Delegation of Safety 

Authorities 

I SOPP: PS-5.15 I Revision Number: 0 I Effective Date: February 2006 

I Author: Colette Broussard I Page: 8 of 11 

available to effectively resolve any conflicting technical issues 
during the review process. All Conditions of Approval delineated 
in the SERs are tracked and resolved within specified time periods. 
Safety Basis review process and criteria are well defined and the 
qualification of the lead reviewer(s) meets the available site or 
DOE standard. As part of a review process, the lead reviewer must 
identify SMEs, who are required to demonstrate requisite technical 
competence. 
EM guidance on referenced DOE oversight of the safety basis 
implementation, including an independent verification review is 
followed. (Reference 1 - May 28,2002, memorandum to 
Distribution from Jessie Hill Roberson, EM- 1, regarding 
Supplemental Environmental Management (EM) Guidance for 
Implementing 10 CFR 830, Subpart B, Safety Basis Requirements, 
and Reference 2 - May 20,2003, memorandum to Distribution 
from Jessie Hill Roberson, EM- 1, regarding Environmental 
Management Guidelines and Lessons Learned for Nuclear Facility 
Safety Control, Selection and Implementation, see Section 10. 
Appendices.) 
Facility Representatives are identified and qualified. Analysis 
is consistent with the Federal Technical Capability Panel 
requirements to show appropriate numbers of qualified staff are 
identified and/or plan is in place to obtain qualified staff in 
required numbers in a reasonable time period. 
Organizational lines of reporting and communication are clear 
among the Facility Representatives, other safety oversight 
personnel, SMEs, and the Field and Deputy Managers. 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

( 5 )  

b. For each authority to be delegated, EM-I, or his Delegation Agent, will ensure 
that the below elements relating to minimum qualifications, experience level, and 
expertise for the position or individual (including consideration of key senior 
staff) that may serve as the Delegate, as well as the process framework for 
implementation of the delegations are met. These elcments include: 



U. S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY (DOE) 
OFFICE OF ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT (EM) 

Standing Operating Policies and Procedures (SOPP) 

SOPP: PS-5.15 

Title: Personnel Services: Environmental Management Process for Delegation of Safety 
Authorities 

Revision Number: 0 Effective Date: February 2006 

Author: Colette Broussard 

1. Education; 
11. 
111. 

iv. 
v. Ability to communicate; 
vi. 
vii. 

VI IL  

Legacy delegations existing at the time of the approval of this procedure shall be 
reviewed for Delegate compliance within 1 year of the approval of this procedure, 
or such delegation will terminate. The review must be documented. 
In their review/recommendation on delegation approval, the EM Delegation of 
Authority Review Panel will: 
1. 

11. 

111. 

iv. 

.. Specific knowledge requirements of the site or facility; 
Specific subject matter knowledge requirements; 
Abilities to understand risk and risk management decision-making; 

Initial and periodic training requirements; 
Review of the Federal Technical Competency Program 
quali ficatiodcriteria; and 
Adequate processes and procedures exist and are implemented. 

... 

... 

C. 

d. 

Specify the level of authority required to perform the delegations received; 
Evaluate the Delegate against the review considerations and elements 
above; 
Determine if compensatory measures are necessary, and delineate what 
they are for inclusion in the delegation memorandum; 
Coordinate with the EM-3.2 DAS and CNS ESE to obtain concurrence 
from the CTA ESE on the delegation recommendation, including 
concurrence on any compensatory measures necessary. 
Obtain approval from EM- 1 on any compensatory measures necessary. 

.. 

... 

v. 
Once the Delegate is determined and CTA ESE concurrence is received, EM-1, or 
his Delegation Agent, will write a delegation memorandum or Memorandum of 
Understanding (MOU) to set forth, at a minimum, the following: 
1. 

11. 
111. 

iv. 

e. 

The individual (including hidher position) to whom the authority is 
delegated; 
The effective date of the delegation of authority; 
The period of time that the delegation will remain in effect; thc renewal 
criteria, if any; 
As appropriate, the conditions under which the delegation is automatically 

.. 

... 
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revoked (for example facility condition, performance metrics, training, or 
capacity of person); 
The types of information that must be collected, maintained, and made 
available by the Delegate; 
The minimum process that will be used to monitor the delegation; 
A requirement that the delegation letter be posted at the Field Element and 
on the EM Portal and, in the case of an MOU, made available by both 
parties; 
Compensatory measures, if needed, which will have a succinct time limit 
for their use, and ultimately should result in fulfillment of the procedure 
described herein; and 
The authority to delegate below the person delegated to, including the 
lowest level allowed. 

v. 

vi. 
vii. 

... 
v~ i i .  

ix. 
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10. APPENDICES: 

A. May 28, 2002, memorandum to Distribution from Jessie Hill 
Roberson, EM- 1, regarding Supplemental Environmental Management (EM) 
Guidance for Implementing 10 CFR 830, Subpart B, Safety Basis Requirements. 
May 20, 2003, memorandum to Distribution from Jessie Hill 
Roberson, EM- 1, regarding Environmental Management Guidelines and Lessons 
Learned for Nuclear Facility Safety Control, Selection and Implementation. 
December 27, 2005, memorandum from Clay Sell, subject: Delegations of Safety 
Authorities. 

B. 

C. 
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Approving Official : 

Environmental Management 

Date: 3/1/01; 

---. . 
,I, x.. 

_* -- -- - - Concurring Official: / (0 _- Lcv c 

David K. Garman 
Central Technical Authority, Under Secretary 

for Energy, Science and Environment, DOE 
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